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Steam locomotive class 001, DB

Epoch:

IV
14+

Art. No.: 72198

€314,90

Steam locomotive class 001 with newly designed boiler of the German Federal Railways. Epoch IV.
■ Variant with newly designed boiler
■ Wheels with delicately designed spokes
■ Boiler with many separately applied parts
During the war the locomotives were not properly maintained and this was dramatically apparent on the express train
locomotives of the series 01 from 1940 on. The vehicle fleet initially had a large number of locomotives of the series
01 but, however, only about 160 locomotives in adventurous technical conditions were put into operation. When the
locomotives were providing their daily hard services, it became clear that extensive maintenance work was necessary
to guarantee a stable operation. Thanks to experienced technicians and railway workers, many locomotives could be
kept in operation until the 1960s. By the end of 1958, however, the decision was made to put 50 locomotives on a
conversion programme which lasted until 1961. Not only a new boiler with a combustion chamber and new ash boxes
had to be fittet but also the rusty surfaces needed to be repaired. They also removed the water supplying dome, the
sandboxes and other components. This completely changed the look and the design of the locomotive.

Specifications:
General data
Number of axles with traction tyres

2

Number of driven axles

5

Coupling

NEM shaft 362 with close coupling mechanism at the tender

Minimum radius

419,6 mm

Smoke generator retrofittable

yes

Smoke generator Article number (analog) Seuthe 10
Smoke generator Article number (digital) Seuthe 11
Flywheel

yes

Electrical
Motor

5-pole motor

Interface

Electrical interface for traction units according to NEM 652 standards with plug-in fixture

Head light

Both sides of the vehicle are equipped with direction dependent triple headlights.
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Measurements
Length over buffer

275 mm
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